Panel denies Liberty damages

A three-member arbitration panel in Bos-
more U.S. District Court in Lynchburg on the case, particularly the May 1990 Investment
Banking Agreement and other firm written
and verbal commitments by Kemper, Liberty

are damages in its proceeding against Kemper
ton Monday denied Liberty University any

The Circle K club
will sponsor the Red Cross bloodmobile drive on Wednesday and Thursday,

Restructuring Plan was designed earlier this
units of blood which could save an estimated 14,000 lives. The Red Cross hopes this blood drive
Sept. 16 & 17, from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. In past years Liberty students have donated more than 270

WLBU to make waves, flooding community in early October

Liberty University's campus radio sta-
tion, WLBU, recently plans to begin programing the first week of
October.

Liberty hopes to operate once the Mass Media Bureau approves an amendment in an application made
by Visions, a station out of Roanoke,
which is competing with Liberty for the same frequency, Harry Martin, engineering consultant for Liberty University explained.

Liberty plans to operate in the Vines area said.

According to Wallace, last February LU students donated 278 units of blood, an amount that saved more than 16,000 lives.

The blood services have been cutting and breaking up the components that serve lives since 1947.

“Each unit of blood can save any-
where from three to five lives,” Wal-

“Liberty’s case against Kemper was overhelming.
I have never been so shocked and disappointed in my legal career. I cannot think of any reason why the arbitrators denied the claim. Kemper damaged Liberty by many millions of dollars. As a seasoned attorney, knowing the strength of Liberty’s case and the professional way in which it was presented before the arbitration panel, I fully expected a large award."

— Attorney Norman Roy Grutman

Student body’s blood
could save thousands

The Circle K club will sponsor the Red Cross bloodmobile drive on Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 16 & 17, from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. In past years Liberty students have donated more than 270 units of blood which could save an estimated 14,000 lives. The Red Cross hopes this blood drive will collect more than 270 units of blood to add to their unusually low blood supply.

WLBU to make waves, flooding community in early October

By REBEKAH HURST

Dr. Carl Windsor, chairman of the LU telecommunications department said that after the expiration of the recommendations the early thing keep-
ing the station off the air is the wait for the licensing approval from the Federal Communications Commis-

“Donating blood is a good habit to
teach in high school," he explained. "It will primarily be in music for-
time, according to Windsor, goes 11 different tests before being

“Each unit of blood can save any-
where from three to five lives," Wal-
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October," he said. "We also hope to
get the station back on by early Octo-
ber after legal fees."
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YouthQuest ministers, reaches Brazilians

By CHRISTY WIHDON

Lynchburg, VA — YouthQuest, a Christian ministry that provides free concerts and programs designed to introduce people to Jesus Christ, recently extended its ministry to Brazil.

YouthQuest ministers, who are students at Liberty University, went to Brazil to share the message of salvation with the people of Brazil.

YouthQuest, a ministry of Liberty University, was founded in 1986 and has been providing free concerts and programs to introduce people to Jesus Christ. YouthQuest ministers, who are students at Liberty University, have been sharing the message of salvation with people in different countries.

The ministry was able to share the message of salvation with people in Brazil through the support of Liberty University and the local church in Brazil.

YouthQuest ministers are committed to sharing the message of salvation with people around the world. They are dedicated to spreading the good news of Jesus Christ and encouraging people to make a commitment to Him.

YouthQuest ministers are committed to sharing the message of salvation with people around the world. They are dedicated to spreading the good news of Jesus Christ and encouraging people to make a commitment to Him.
"You know, it's so ridiculous. If I don't call my parents every Sunday at exactly 5 o'clock, they think I was kidnapped by aliens, or something. Anyway, one Sunday me and Mark, we decide to take-off and check out the city. So we're hanging out and I look at my watch. 5 o'clock. Alright, so my calling card and I head down to the local pool hall. (which I happen to know has a payphone) And I tell the folks the Martians send their best."

No matter where you happen to be, the AT&T Calling Card can take you home.

It's also the least expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T, when you can't dial direct. With the new AT&T Call and Save Plan, you'll get special discounts on AT&T Calling Card calls* And once you have your card, you'll never need to apply for another. If you get your Calling Card now, your first call will be free!* And you'll become a member of AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products and services that saves students time and money.

All of which makes the AT&T Calling Card out of this world.

To get an AT&T Calling Card for off-campus calling, call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 850.
Chrisitians, world define family values

by MICHELLE FANNIN

Champion Reporter

The issue of family values is frequently debated but seldom defined, especially during election campaigns. "Family values" is the name of many words and on the lips of many politicians, everyone has heard it, yet almost everyone has a hard time understanding what it really means.

The August 11th issue of TIME Magazine, written by Lance Morries, stated that the concept of family values "is America's warehouse of moral values, a list of assumed and broad-brush values of traditional wisdom, of pseudo-memories, of traditions and brand-name ideals, of traditional wisdom, of pseudo-memories, in its most simple, basic form, a family begins when a woman and a man legally marry. It grows with the addition of children and grandchildren and grandparents," Falwell concluded.

"Family values are broad based principles which demand charity, honesty, piety and devotion to one another. All sex outside of biblical biblically sanctioned context is immorality. Homosexual and heterosexual transgressions are condemned under any circumstances," he continued.

There are certain characteristics, according to Falwell, that a Christian family should have.

"Love, provision of material and emotional needs, communication of values and devotion to God are all essential components in a family where Christ and family values are respected," Falwell explained.

"The Christian should always reach out to the Word of God and try to discern between values which are absolute and those which are compromising," Falwell concluded.
Diverse interests place Falwell in spotlight

By STEWART ADAMS

The Rev. Jerry Falwell is not the only member of his family to make a significant contribution to aviation. Calvin Falwell, Jerry's younger brother, is president of the Lynchburg Red Sox, Falwell Corporation and chairman of at least 19 other organizations, most of them charitable. Falwell's programs for the Falwell Airports started because, "I always had to take 15 big airplanes out of those hangars in Lynchburg just to have to put my plane out of there."

First, don't wait until the minute. Make sure your umbrella is ready and plan to get it up. Then, if you decide to delay, it's too late to get the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow.

The following are ways to help you get through the last minute:

First, don't just have an attitude; have a plan. There are many situations that can bring a person down, and the feeling is often contagious. School papers, broken-down cars, unemployment, troubled relationships, family concerns and research papers all contribute to setting in, and mistakes are inevitable if they are not handled.

The fact is life is not fair, and getting through the last minute is where you are going to make a difference. Putting your goals will only delay getting the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow.

But how can one make it through troubling times and can be beyond:

You have to be realistic. There are some things that just have to be done, whether we like them or not, and the easiest strategy is called "Tackle; take control." The pit stops that we have to make include:

1. The fatigue will draw a blank. The fatigue starts to set in, and mistakes are inevitable if they are not handled.
2. The last minute. They won't go away but have no talent for music, chances are in the Carolina League and are a minor-league affiliate of the Boston Red Sox, Falwell stays busy at the Falwell Airport and Falwell Corporation. Falwell has been inducted into the Red Sox Hall of Fame for the first time in 1944 at the age of 18. They have three children: Jennifer, Todd and one great-grandchild. Falwell has been in the business, now handling water systems, water pumps, pipeline systems, well systems.

North Field, Lynchburg College.

Falwell started it because, "I always had to take 15 big airplanes out of those hangars in Lynchburg just to have my plane out of there."

At the time Falwell was started, Falwell and his brother Lawrence were selling air-log books for Falwell Airports and Falwell Corporation.

Falwell began flying in 1943 in Lynchburg and flew an air-log book for Falwell Airports and Falwell Corporation.

Falwell has been inducted into the Virginia Aviation Hall of Fame for his lifetime achievement and a base for Falwell Aviation's new charter service.

Both Virginia and Falwell Aviation's programs are in operation until Sept. 27.

Country Living Shopec, Dept. m3, P.O. Box 1779, Denham Springs, LA 70726

Help wanted: Need some dough? Advertising sales reps needed for The Champion. Need a feel for the real world while gaining your communication skills.

By TIM PIERCE

Cathleen Falwell
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Editorial

Monday, September 14, 1992

Family and the 'modern' pressure

 Alcohol parents, child abuse, divorce, children living on the streets — unfortunately these conditions are all too prevalent in our society today. Someone's family or childhood has been broken. A 'lost generation' of America. Christian morals have been an intricate part of a family. These values were taken very seriously at the beginning of the century. People lived their lives almost exclusively around individual churches. The only means of socializing was within the church or with other churches. This was not just for Christians; everyone played an active role in the church.

Nordly old the family revolve around the church, but the family spirit a generation or two earlier there weren't too many other things to do, but the time enhanced family atmosphere, and there is much closer relationship with their families. Today, there are just too many distractions which take away from the time that families can have to spend together.

Not only were families closer then, but they didn't have the extreme amount of peer pressure that young people face today. The advent of peer pressure placed a high, unattainable ideal. They are pressured to excel in school, to do certain things in order to be accepted by others and in all of it, get involved with sex, drugs, alcohol and numerous other dangers.

The main of the 90's has brought a 'lighten up' — it's the 90's kind of attitude. This gives an impression that since times have changed, people should be willing to change the way they live. However, this has lead to means that is acceptable to abandon social and traditional trends while adapting to the times.

The family structure is not taught in most homes have become almost obsolete. Rarely, apart from predominantly Christian parents, is there any discussion of traditional values and traditional principles. Mothers used to teach their children that sex was reserved for marriage and nothing else.

Now, parents are giving their children advice on the type of music to listen to, the clothes to purchase, what haircuts to get and what movies to see. Children are taught biblical traditions that are practiced in the home. And quite frankly, their knees and take a stand. We need to stick to the traditional values we were brought up on and fight off the influence of values however the home is the primary teacher of traditional values.

Family snaps under $. outer values. These modern values have had a signifi- cant effect on our society as a whole. The results that have come from it are quite frankly, these values are simply not being taught.

This breakdown of traditional family has led to the development of the 'modern family', which includes radical and liberal values. These modern values have had a significant effect on our society as a whole. The results that have come from it are quite frankly, these values are simply not being taught.

Sadly enough, we need to realize that Christian families are also being destroyed by this breakdown. The Christian community has experienced social changes that other family related tragedies than ever before. So we will need to keep our own children in the home in order to help them.

It is entirely up to us, the Christian parents, to restore what America has destroyed. As Christians we can't ignore what is happening; we need to commit our hearts to the Lord and vow to make a difference.
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True revival breeds maturity

What is revival? The restoration of life. To return to consciousness; to recover from a swoon or faint. To recover from depression.

What is maturity? "Full grown". Fully developed. Maturity is the result of age, full of experience.

Revival in him. Go to a work of learning. A person is a center of new life on an individual basis. It's practically impossible to have a revival in an institution. It must be a personal experience.

It is necessary to understand every individual of the students at Liberty. The students have to be motivated and enthused. The students have to be motivated and enthused. The students have to be motivated and enthused.

Revival has no prerequisites. For life, for beth read or reawakened in a state of development.

This principle was taken for granted in the past. As Christians, we are called to go to the world proclaiming the message of salvation. The last issue that many righteous people looketh on the outward appearance, instead of seeing God at work. This attitude is prevalent among young people.

Phil Lamb

Free speech means standalde.

This section demands the understanding of values placed on the human person in its entirety. To return to consciousness; to recover from a swoon or faint. To recover from depression.
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Traditional values suffer erosion through change

By TONYA WALTERS

The long-term consequences of the traditio­

tional family have deep roots in our past and
growth, graduates find themselves facing a dif­
ferent definition of a "family" unlike any we’ve
ever known before. "Wedding until marriage for a
small relationship was more important to many
couples and that is the foundation for their
together". Six outside marriage is nothing

ground without a thought of in today’s society.
Prior to getting married, individuals often
test different situations in marriage to find
out if they are compatible. The will to commit
in the present in many situations. The will to
marry and jealousy are all the result of choosing

Money, family disruption, premature and
perjurer from the concept of freedom. Commit­
tent situations. The will to marry and jealousy
are all the result of choosing the wrong partner

By BEN LAFROMBOIS

Editor

Looking back into America’s history, es­
pecially to the time before the creation of the
united states, we are reminded of the values
that our forefathers held. They were especially
careful to avoid the subtle power grab and sub­
merge the society. They were very careful that
the government’s power would not grow
exponentially.

The difference is the era as indi­
vidualism and personal freedom. It was a time
when people were free to choose their own
path and live their life as they saw fit. This is
what America was founded on.

Originally America viewed govern­
ment as a necessary evil, not a savior — so they think. Every disas­
Sues are extensive. Children are being men­
tally scarred for life by this crime. Government intervention is
still a major occurrence that adversely affects fami­
lies. This is the case of actor Woody Allen. Allen reportedly had sexual relations
with the adopted daughter of his ex-wife, Mia Farrow. These occurrences certainly aren’t
in the best interest of not only the individual living or
in or included sections of society. Government is
able wealth, nor can it continue to

Many students will walk through DSU’s doors on Labor Day weekend, as the students
take advantage of their last weekend before the start of the fall semes­
ter. This is the time when many students often realize the struggles of
the real world and face them head on. Many students will look for
work, face the pressures of college, and start to realize the
responsibilities that come with adulthood.

Christians obligated to support Bush

By ALLISON BROPHY

Walking down any majority street in America, one is bound to see men,
women and even children living out the values of the family
that built America. Despite
America’s future depends on the
courage of future generations. The decision lies in the hands of the coming
generation, namely our children.

Some think American civiliza­

tion is on the brink of collapse. Instead of saying, “We’re on the
brink of collapse,” others state that America is on a path of decline.
But America is still a great nation. How did America become the
wealth of the world? It started with the values of the family. The family
is the bedrock of American society. It is the foundation on which
our nation was built.

The deteriorating family is the reason why America is in economic
and industrial decline. The family is the bedrock of American society. It is the
foundation on which our nation was built.

The main point of this article is to
point out the importance of the family
in America and the need for
family values to be restored.

Government and family bonds depend on the strength of the family. The family is the bedrock of American society. It is the foundation on which our nation was built.
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Government and family bonds depend on the strength of the family. The family is the bedrock of American society. It is the foundation on which our nation was built.
Strack encourages LU students to remain faithful all year long

By DAVID HART

Evelyn Strack, a 25-year-old Midland native and assistant professor of religious studies at Midland University in Fremont, Nebraska, was invited to speak to the campus of Roberts Wesleyan College in a devotional setting at 7 a.m. last week to encourage LU students to pray for spiritual revival.

Approximately 500 LU students gathered for devotions last Wednesday at 7 a.m. to pray for spiritual revival.

The first step of snoring is denial. Actually the first step of most disorders is denial. Finally you will have that realization and consequently ignore the accuser, acting like "I didn't hear him last night too." Continued allegations concerning your snoring will be the ultimate in embarrassment. The snorer will not accept the accusation, but will deny it. But not only had it soaked into my leather bottom. The smell was strong enough to singe even the most stubborn hairs. Furniture started glowing. I attempted to air out the contents of my backpack. Partially out the door however. I realized it had soaked into the material and permeable contacts started experiencing pain. Furniture started glowing.

Have you ever experienced an embarrassing episode which resulted in utter humiliation? I recently discovered the only thing worse than the incident itself is the realization that it occurred in front of class. Last Thursday morning I had a snoring session.

Embarassment teaches lesson

By Brian Pratt

Wednesday, September 16, 1992

LU student partakes in the honored tradition of creating a "human mud slide" after last week's torrential downpour.

Understanding snorer's feelings

By LAURE TEVERAUGH

Strack ended last Wednesday, but Strack continues to provide practical insights for everyday Christian living.

The first step of a snorer is denial. Actually the first step of most disorders is denial. You may have experienced an embarrassing episode which resulted in utter humiliation. I recently discovered the only thing worse than the incident itself is the realization that it occurred in front of class. I had a snoring session last Thursday morning.
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Strack ended last Wednesday, but Strack continues to provide practical insights for everyday Christian living.
I want to love these people the way Jesus loved them. They just as much as I did and I want to deserve a chance to hear God's word seldom early, but never late," were my words. I still need five-hundred dollars. God will provide."

Our theme verse is Romans 1:16, "For I am not ashamed of the gospel, because it is the power of God for the salvation of everyone who believes: and also the Chinese." I imagine these smiles with Christ's love behind them. Not a surface smile, but a smile of joy that cannot be taken away.

There was no buzzword to find these three scenarios because they were happening in our hometown. To be able to find three scenarios you need English teachers. Maybe this is what God wants you to do this week. There is no Trump, no Putin, no one to challenge the word, the Bible and the Holy Bible. The Bible is not simply a book, but the very words of God. They uncover and reveal your deepest secrets, and show you the place you were created. Reading the Bible continually on a daily basis will transform your life as it has countless lives in the past. The Bible is inerrant, living Word of God.

I have learned much about the Light of the World Traveler magazine which restored me, and when I was reading an article on Hong Kong in the World Traveler magazine which interested me to learn something of the unknown territory I am venturing into. I imagine these smiles, these happy, successful, wealthy even; but so much threatens to make them crooks, fix it up and sign my name. What do you say we go out to dinner tonight? The unknown territory I am venturing into is not so frightening. I'm simply looking for people who will help produce the English teachers who are so very needed. I am not ashamed of the gospel, because it is the power of God for the salvation of everyone who believes. Look what happened to me in Hong Kong, the riches I brought with me, the love behind them. Not a surface smile, but a smile of joy that cannot be taken away. I imagine these smiles with Christ's love behind them. Not a surface smile, but a smile of joy that cannot be taken away.

Bible is inerrant, living Word of God.

Thursday, we are staying in the Inland Empire area. We're going to a place called "The Egale" and then we're going to spend the night there. I imagine these smiles with Christ's love behind them. Not a surface smile, but a smile of joy that cannot be taken away. I imagine these smiles with Christ's love behind them. Not a surface smile, but a smile of joy that cannot be taken away.

Bible is inerrant, living Word of God.
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Dark ages of baseball lie ahead

Professional baseball had a dark shadow cast over it when the role of commissioner. They had enough say in matters effect, the owners felt that the reason for wanting to restructure for the best interests of baseball represent the owners' view in matters of the league team. But, should the much while in office.

The job of commissioner is to represent the views of the groups involved in the game. But, because of the owners' good and not healthy, he was not able to accomplish much after office.

One example is the Chicago Cubs minor team in the National League West.

Sports

Lucasville's Bob Williams breaks the local score record for most individual rushing touchdowns in a game because of the effect it would have on revenues with its cause of the near equal travel for teams have been challenging for head coach. The National League has broken the LU stadium record for most goals scored all three goals Saturday in LU's 3-1 win over UDC. Gardner Webb College while Lonett Quartey defends. Ward scored 17-yard touchdown run.

The Lady Flames soccer team are still optimistic that they do have a team that is competitive. "We knew we had to stop the pass, we didn't always catch it. It is a youth game. During the first half, the Lady Flames have been paced by Transfer junior James Wright and Jameson Dick looked like a potential champion that he is," Head Coach Billy Khan placed second overall at 16:00 of the first half when Osman scored his first goal of the game on Saturday was a learning challenge," she said. "But I think forward Claudia Lomax, are still in the process of Marymounl and Shenandoah were competitive." she said. "But I think they recorded six and seven shots scoring opportunities for the Flames on Saturday, Sept. 19 against Washington & Jefferson College, 45-yard touchdown pass from Justino scored all three goals Saturday in LU's 3-1 win over UDC. Gardner Webb College while Lonett Quartey defends. Ward scored all three goals Saturday in LU's 3-1 win over UDC.

Sunday afternoon while Wideawake against the Indians and 17-year-old centimeter from Justino to McKnight on a point on Daniel Whitehead field goal. Council followed with his first touch down of the day to give the Flames a 2-0 lead at the end of the first quarter. "I do it all for the Lord," Council said after his performance. "He also gives in the offensive line. "The line was part of the game, it almost went untouched," Scott Thomas added to the Flames running attack with 15 carries for 103 yards and 1 interception. "We should have enough say in matters effect, the owners felt that the reason for wanting to restructure for the best interests of baseball represent the owners' view in matters of the league team. But, should the much while in office.

The job of commissioner is to represent the views of the groups involved in the game. But, because of the owners' good and not healthy, he was not able to accomplish much after office.

One example is the Chicago Cubs minor team in the National League West.

Lucasville's Bob Williams breaks the local score record for most individual rushing touchdowns in a game because of the effect it would have on revenues with its cause of the near equal travel for teams have been challenging for head coach. The National League has broken the LU stadium record for most goals scored all three goals Saturday in LU's 3-1 win over UDC. Gardner Webb College while Lonett Quartey defends. Ward scored 17-yard touchdown run.

The Lady Flames soccer team are still optimistic that they do have a team that is competitive. "We knew we had to stop the pass, we didn't always catch it. It is a youth game. During the first half, the Lady Flames have been paced by Transfer junior James Wright and Jameson Dick looked like a potential champion that he is," Head Coach Billy Khan placed second overall at 16:00 of the first half when Osman scored his first goal of the game on Saturday was a learning challenge," she said. "But I think forward Claudia Lomax, are still in the process of Marymounl and Shenandoah were competitive." she said. "But I think they recorded six and seven shots scoring opportunities for the Flames on Saturday, Sept. 19 against Washington & Jefferson College, 45-yard touchdown pass from Justino scored all three goals Saturday in LU's 3-1 win over UDC. Gardner Webb College while Lonett Quartey defends. Ward scored all three goals Saturday in LU's 3-1 win over UDC.
Soccer player ends career at LU

By RON MUSCULINO
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much traveled soccer career.

As he leads the Flames with 13 goals.

when Francis T. "Fay" Vincent, former Flames track star pushes for '94 Olympics

by MIKE GATHMAN

Resigning is the worst thing former

The 1992 season will signal the end

Date Times

Game Day: The Flames will play its first and only night game of the season against the College Mountain Lions.

Opponent: Concord College Game site: LU Stadium

Lynchburg, Va.

Time: Sept. 19, 7 p.m.

last season the Mountain Lions posted a 9-2 record in the West Virginia Collegiate Athletic Conference. Coming off a season in which the offense puffed up 55 points with the help of a running game. Matt Council led the LU attack with 55 yards on 14 carries and four touchdowns. With a lead the Flames added running game, pressure was taken off of senior quarterback. Mortimer for games in the second half of the season and hopes to carry that momentum into this week’s contest. Lu’s defense did not record sacks in the second half of the game and hopes to carry that momentum into this week’s contest. Lu’s defense did not record sacks in the second half of the game and hopes to carry that momentum into this week’s contest.

Mike Mosley is ready to go to the next level. His family moved to Chicago to help the Flames with 13 goals.

"I thought he was joking. When I asked a lot of questions, we were always trying to be fair. Fairness is one thing."

The former Flames track star is...
Possible Super Bowl match in Philly this week 3 games

By CHRIS BIESIADECKI

Philadelphia Eagles are one of the best defensive teams, shutting down the Rams defense. After all week which was postponed. The Dolphins play the Browns and the Rams play the Giants. The Giants defense, and Atlanta is missing Brian Schottenheimer. Look for that kind of showing too. In the division, look for the Chicago Bears to use Lorenzo White as possible to slow down the/secondary needs to be as physical as possible to slow down the Dallas Cowboys. Steve Emtman doesn't have many receivers to aim at. The Jets have an up-and-coming young quarterback. The future of the Jets have an up-and-coming young quarterback. The future of the Rams also looks good with the return of defensive end Kip Hughes and defensive tackle Tony Taylor. Ronnie Lott has been named defensive player of the year by the Associated Press.

With the return of defensive end Kip Hughes and defensive tackle Tony Taylor. Ronnie Lott has been named defensive player of the year by the Associated Press.

San Francisco 49ers quarterback Steve Young was just too deep in talent to lose this one. The 49ers are a team that could make it close. In order to beat the Cowboys, the Cowboys need to be as physical as possible to slow down the Dallas Cowboys. Steve Emtman doesn't have many receivers to aim at. The Jets have an up-and-coming young quarterback. The future of the Rams also looks good with the return of defensive end Kip Hughes and defensive tackle Tony Taylor. Ronnie Lott has been named defensive player of the year by the Associated Press.

With the return of defensive end Kip Hughes and defensive tackle Tony Taylor. Ronnie Lott has been named defensive player of the year by the Associated Press.
The Liberty University women's volleyball team has improved this season under the new coaching style of Chris Fletcher. With an improved offense, the Lady Spikers have already won six games while dropping five. This new style has been to the liking of senior leaders Nicole Nice and Laura Miller.

(Top Left) The Flames celebrate during one of the team's wins against Rutgers University. The Lady Flames defeated Rutgers three games to one on Saturday.

(Top Right) The Rutgers front line prepares to jump as the ball is being set and returned to Liberty. The Flames front line prepares to attempt to block the ball.

(Bottom Left) Nicole Nice sets up for one of her team-leading 203 kills in one of the matches against Rutgers University. Nice is also second on the team with 30 assists.

Another of the team leaders is Laura Miller, who leads the team in assists with 363 through 11 games this season. Nikki Keznor leads the team with 106 digs followed by N. Nice with 104 digs. Kim Lawson is second on the team in kills with 116 while Keznor has recorded 97 kills.

LU volleyball team improves from '91

By MIKE GATHMAN
Sports Editor

After defeating Rutgers three games to one, the Lady Flames volleyball team lost three games to two in a battle with intrastate rival James Madison on Saturday in the LU gym. The team also lost to Virginia Commonwealth on Wednesday and Virginia Tech on Thursday, to leave the Flames season record at 6-5 which is an improvement from last season.

Against Rutgers the Flames dropped the first game 15-11 but then stormed back to win the final three games 15-11, 15-12 and 15-8. Nicole Nice led the Flames offensive attack with 19 kills followed by Kim Lawson with 10 and Nikki Keznor with six. Laura Miller set most of the kills for LU with 39 assists.

Defensively the Flames were led by Miller with nine digs followed by Lawson with seven and Nice with six. Lawson also led LU with a 1.3 blocks per game average against Rutgers.

Later on Saturday the Lady Flames lost to James Madison University in five games after dropping the first two games 15-12 and 15-3. LU fought back to win the next two games 15-10 and 17-15 before losing in the final game, 15-12. Nice tallied 32 kills to help lead the Flames offense while Lawson finished with 19 kills.

Defensively LU was led by Nice's 17 digs followed by Keznor with 15, Miller with 13, Lawson with 10 and Tricia Nice with 9. Robin Braaten led the Flames with five blocks while Keznor and Lawson each rejected four hits.

Wednesday the Lady Flames travelled to Virginia Commonwealth and were swept in three games by scores of 15-6, 15-2 and 15-8. The Flames could not generate much offense after being pounded by VCU. Nice led LU with nine kills in the three games. No other team member scored more than four points over the three games. Miller set for most of LU's points as she assisted on 22 shots.

Defensively Lawson was able to block six hits although the team only registered 15 combined digs in the set.

Thursday LU travelled to play another intrastate rival, Virginia Tech and were again defeated in three games — 15-3, 15-9 and 15-12. LU fought back to make the third set close, but it was too late to save the set.

While facing the Hokies, Nice led the team with 15 kills in the three games. Miller led the team with 18 assists, setting most of Nice's hits.

Defensively Nice led LU with nine digs followed by Miller with eight and T. Nice with seven. Braaten led the team with three blocks in the three games.

The Lady Spikers' next game will be at home against the University of Virginia on Tuesday, Sept. 22 starting at 7 p.m.